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Controversial Confirmation: Kavanaugh Cries Foul
Jackie Ayers ‘20
Staff Writer
udge Brett Kavanaugh’s senate
hearings involved the prospect
of released secret committee documents, questioning concerning
Kavanaugh’s relationship with the
law firm representing President
Trump in the 2016 Russian election interference investigations
and his stance on Roe v. Wade.
Kavanaugh began confirmation
hearings and questioning before
the Senate Judiciary Committee
on September 5, 2018. In an unexpected turn of events, Kavanaugh’s approval process was complicated further when Senator
Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) revealed that Dr. Christine Blasey
Ford, a woman who had attended
a highschool nearby Kavanaugh’s
during the 1980’s, had accused
Kavanaugh of sexual assault.
These allegations would prove
to be an extremely divisive issue
among voters and within Congress.
When asked whether he
would overturn the Roe v. Wade
ruling, Kavanaugh employed the
“Ginsburg rule” (from Stohlberg,
Savage, Liptak of The New York
Times) as the justification for his
refusal to disclose his position on
the issue, a strategy many nominees including Ruth Bader Ginsburg have employed. A The New
York Times report stated that
when he had served as President
Bush’s White House staff secretary, Kavanaugh did not consider
Roe v. Wade to be established law.
Kavanaugh bolstered this claim

by arguing in 2003 that “the Court
can always overrule its precedent,”
but Kavanaugh clarified his Bushera statement during the hearings
by explaining that he meant not
to declare his own stance on the
case but rather to reference the
opinion held by a number of legal
scholars. Kavanaugh adhered to
the “Ginsburg” strategy yet again
when asked whether he would be
willing to authorize the issuing of
a subpoena to a sitting President.
In an exchange with
Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA),
Kavanaugh did not consider
semi-automatic handguns and
rifles as “unusual or dangerous
weapons,” because such weapons
are commonplace throughout the
United States. Senator Kamala
Harris’ (D-CA) inquired whether
Judge Kavanaugh had conversed
with the law firm representing
President Trump in the Russian
infiltration of the 2016 presidential election; Kavanaugh responded that he was not aware of any
specific lawyers employed by the
firm and offered no other information on the matter.
Blasey Ford’s accusations and eventually the accusations of two other women, Julie
Swetnick and Deborah Ramirez,
dominated the remainder of the
debate. Blasey Ford was given
the chance to testify against Kavanaugh in front of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. She alleged
that Kavanaugh, while he was a
student attending Georgetown
Preparatory School, sexually assaulted her while intoxicated. She

Nandi Ndoro ‘19
Spring Layout Editor
n September 14th, 2018,
Austin-based slam poet SC
Says, aka Andre Bradford performed at an all school meeting,
inspiring the community. His
performance comprised of both
poems and a lesson about the importance of empathy in human
interactions. The poet stunned
the audience with his passion
and sincerity as well as his comfort on stage, even during his
more vulnerable performances.
After the performance,
inspired Madeira girls lined up at
the microphones, all eager to ask
questions about their creative
endeavors as well as share their
own experiences with mental
health. The poet responded by
advising students to be more vulnerable with their families and
friends and to never be afraid
of imperfection. Needless to say,
his words of wisdom inspired the
Madeira community, prompting
many conversations about empathy and mental health awareness on campus. The poet was

further able to encourage these
conversations after he attended
two poetry classes following the
assembly. According to the students in those lessons, he spoke
about the importance of creative
expression and the impact that
poetry has had on his life.
During a backstage interview before his performance
at Madeira, SC Says revealed that
he had not always been a skilled
slam poet. When asked about
how he became involved in the

J

Brett Kavanaugh is sworn in to the Supreme Court. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

claims escape was only possible
when one friend jumped on top
on Kavanaugh and prior to that
she “thought he [Kavanaugh]
might inadvertently kill me.” In
an effort to discredit Dr. Ford’s

She alleged that Kavanaugh, while he was a
student attending Georgetown Preparatory School,
sexually assulted her while
intoxicated.
allegations during the hearing,
Kavanaugh produced a calendar
from July 1982, hoping that his

busy schedule from that particular month would cast doubt over
her claims. Kavanaugh denied
drinking excessively throughout
high school despite broadcasting
in his high school yearbook alcohol-related graffiti. Kavanaugh
denied the allegations saying that
he did not doubt that Dr. Ford
had been sexually assaulted, just
that he was entirely sure he was
not the perpetrator.
Kavanaugh would not
consent to an FBI investigation
despite Democratic insistence
during the hearing. However,
President Trump did approve
an investigation. The FBI drew
no conclusions; Senate Majori-

ty Leader Mitch McConnell remarked that “the fact is that these
allegations have not been corroborated.”
The Senate confirmed
Brett Kavanaugh on Saturday,
October 6, 2018. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) had pledged to vote no
but withdrew her vote altogether
when Steve Daines (R-MT) gave
a notice that he would be absent
for the vote due to a family event.
Daines had previously pledged to
approve Kavanaugh. Senator Joe
Manchin (D-WV) was the only
Democrat to vote for Kavanaugh’s
approval. The 50-48 vote was the
closest in history for a Supreme
Court nominee.

S.C. Says Sparks Empathy With Slam Poetry

O

The poet responded by
advising students to be
more vulnerable with
their families and friends
and to never be afraid of
imperfection.
artform, SC Says explained, “In
college, I was an orientation advisor and we brought in a slam
poet to perform the new students
coming in and he was incredible.
I just remember thinking, ‘this is
an incredible way to tell a story’.
Later, a friend of mine invited

me to a poertry slam and I decided to write my own slam poem…
it was terrible.” Thankfully, the
young performer did not give up
after his shaky debut as soon after his this performance, he was
placing in slam poetry competitions throughout Texas and touring with the national team. Recognizing his vast experience in
both slam poetry and theater, SC
Says had a few words of wisdom
to share with Madeira girls who
are interested in the performing
arts. During the backstage interview he recommended, “Find
your story first. Figure out what
lights you up or what excites you.
Once you do that, you’ll be able
to bring that passion into any
performance that you do.”
If you are interested in
more conversations about mental
health awareness or cultivating
empathy in our community, feel
free to join organizations such as
the Student Diversity Board and
Mental Health Awareness Club.

Poet S.C. Says performs in front of the Madeira Community. Photo courtesy of
Milan Umana ‘22.

S.C. Says speaks to addresses a poetry class. Photo courtesy of Victoria Zhang
‘20.
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EDITORIAL
parties, and we should not have
to exist with the ever
present fear of rape
or assault. It is
terrifying to
hear stories
of people
assaulted
by neighb o r s ,
coworkers, and
classmates,
and
it
brings
to
the surface
equally terrifying questions:
what would we do if it
were us? How would we find
support when so many survivors
are dismissed and shamed? What
systems are in place to help us
and stop abusers from repeating
offenses?
One teenager to another,
we must start talking about this
issue. We need spaces to vent, to
share ideas, and to be vulnerable.
Avoiding the topic does nothing
but build uneasiness and fear in
our community. We need contin-

uous, open dialogue with adults
and administrators about how
to protect ourselves and make
our voices heard. Support your
friends, listen to them, and believe what they are saying. Take it
upon yourself to be a role model
and confidante. These conversations may be difficult, but sexual
assault is an issue that affects everyone and we can all agree we
want to see it resolved. The reality is, most of us here will have
or have already has some sort of
encounter with sexual assault and
if we do not start speaking up,
nothing will change.
Seniors, many of us our
turning 18 this year and can vote
for the first time. No matter your
stance on the issue, it is important
to register to vote, contact your
representatives, and if you can’t
vote, do whatever you can to get
involved. George Santayana said
“Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it,”
and if we do not speak out against
sexual assault, then we doom ourselves to a life where
predators roam free.

protest unfair wages
and unsafe conditions, which
f o r c e d
factory
owners
to hire
n e w
staff or
change
t h e
conditions,
and ultimately, the
Fair Labor
Standards Act
was implemented.
The Civil Rights Movement was built on the work of
protesters doing sit ins, demonstrations and boycotts. The Civil
Rights Movement ultimately
resulted in the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. More recently, Black
Lives Matter has drawn national attention to important issues
which were not widely discussed before. Although their
results are not yet tangible, Black
Lives Matter has contributed to
a national conversation about
police brutality disproportionately affecting black communities and has called for increased
police transparency and honesty through protests and rallies.
Protesting is important, because
even if it is not directly making
change on an issue, protesting
can start a conversation, place
public pressure on elected officials or simply show support
and create community for an
issue or cause.
Whatever your reason
or method of protest, do not
forget the most effective form
of protest: voting. Voting is the
only guaranteed way to have
your voice heard. Even if you
believe that the system is so
broken that it does not matter
how you cast your ballot, vote.
Vote to change the system, vote

to keep the system in place.
While each form of protest has
its value and benefit, if you really want your protesting to be
effective, back it up with voting.
Do no forget, we have the right
to vote because suffragettes were
jailed, mocked and beaten while
protesting so you could have the

Letter
from the
EDITOR

ssault
cases have
been in the forefront of not just the news, but also
our minds. Bill Cosby was accused and then sentenced to jail
after being convicted of drugging
and raping a woman and serially
assualting numerous others. Brett
Kavanaugh was confirmed to the
Supreme Court amid sexual assault allegations.These cases hit
close to home; we are high school
students, our social lives involve

Letter
to the
EDITOR
I

n
t h e
current political climate,
with an administration
unwilling to listen to the public
or even act in the public’s best
interest, an important way to
make sure your voice is heard
is through protesting. Protesting has been a part of American life starting with the Boston
Tea Party, all the way up to the
March for Our Lives in 2018.
Our unique First Amendment
rights allow for the voices of all
Americans to be heard, even if
the government does not want
to hear those voices. Protesting is important and necessary
for an effective democracy. As
someone who has participated
in a number of protests, and
even organized my own with
two other Madeira girls (shout
out to Bee and Tarina), I have
heard the argument that protests do not work, and there
is not any point in standing
around yelling.
Let’s challenge this
argument. Think of three important,
successful
social
movements that have occurred
during American history. Each
has had a protest, and each has
had significant tangible impact.
To start with, unions in the Labor Movement used strikes to
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How to Submit
to The Spectator

Sofie Davis ‘20 and the Red and White Captains Megan Grohowski ‘19,
Yasemin Rees ‘20, Lily Rathbun ‘20 commence the Red and White Battle.
Photo courtesty of Elena Jochum ‘21.

At The Spectator, we encourage
any member of The Madeira
School to submit to the newspaper. Articles submitted are
subjected to a staff peer review
and edit, then submitted for
editorial review. Of particular
interest to the staff are articles
concerning the Madeira community, club news and events,
and sports. Submissions should
be sent to the editors or the
advisor, Ms. Heishman, aheishman@madeira.org. The publication seeks to always publish
corrections as they come to
our attention. Any corrections
should be sent to The Spectator
advisor, Ms. Amy Heishman,
aheishman@madeira.org.

Victoria Yu ‘22 joins the White Team at the Red and White Battle. Photo
courtesty of Victoria Zhang ‘20

The contents of The Spectator
are the opinions of the student
staff of Madeira publications.
The content does not neccessarily refect the opinions, ideas,
or attitudes of the advisor, The
madeira School or its administration, board of directors, and
faculty/staff. Madeira student
staff is protected by and bound
to the principles of the First
ammendment.

Kathryn Fronabarger ‘19, Nkem Haffner ‘19, and Gigi Jacobsen ‘20, pose for
a photo after the RAW sorting.
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Kathryn Fronabarger ‘19
Columnist

I

n going to an all girls school
that’s nationally competitive,
how can we manage to make
girls feel empowered without
crushing them under the pressure?
That’s the question, isn’t
it. If there was some perfect formula for keeping 300 teenage
girls sane amidst psychological
changes, *gasp* outside lives,
and the need to defy some arbitrary set of rules from having the
occasional quarter-life crisis, I
wholeheartedly believe we’d implement it. I’m sorry to say that
if you were drawn to this article
from a desire to find the “Secret
Krabby Patty Formula” on how
to make it through, this article
might read as more of a memoir
of mediocre success than it will

Pressure Cooker:

300 Girls and Their Self Started Wars

a gospel to follow and use. But,
having made it through since
day one freshman year in what
I’d like to say as functional shape,
I can offer up my own personal
experience on how I got to where
I am.
We often fall into
self-deprecating ways of empathizing with one another at
school. This becomes evident
in an instance of necessary small
talk that becomes big talk. The
following conversation (shown
below) is one that may be very
familiar to all of us:
“Hi,” Person One states in a polite, but brutally awkward manner.
“Uh…. Hey,” Person Two responds, out of necessity for usual
decorum.
“.....How’s your mod going?” Person One asks.
“Well . . . it’s going *haha*. But
I’m like dying so I really need it
to end.” Person Two states like
old scripture.
Pause. Now is the per-

fect time to give someone an accolade they don’t expect coming.
It should be easy to compliment
someone because most people
come off as quite put together,
even if they feel less put together than they are. But instead we
go for the classic method of self
deprecation, perhaps a “haha
same,” which shows empathy,
but empathy to exactly what?
When we look into other members of our community,
we often see distorted images of
ourselves. The shot at real empathy only becomes a reality when
developed on the basis of self
deprecation. A lot of 3-4 syllable
words in that last sentence, but
let me break it down for you. We
all feel a strong desire to help insecure people in our community,
but in doing so, we remember
our own doubts. Insecure people
cling to confidence like flies and
honey, but the mistake is that
the people outwardly projecting
their struggles are doing so not
out of confidence, but because
it is a cultural norm here. That’s

right, insecurity is a way of talk
here, because it’s easy and can be
kept surface level. But, once we
aspire to dig up foundations to
build deep and uplifting connections, we end up hitting the wall
of self deprecating humor.
I believe wholeheartedly that in a global sense, Madeira
is supportive of young women.
But, when it comes to the way

If there was some perfect
formula for keeping 300
teenage girls sane amidst
psychological changes,
*gasp* outside lives, and
the need to defy some
arbitrary set of rules from
having the occasional
quarter-life crisis, I wholeheartedly believe we’d
implement it.
we talk about ourselves and the
virtue of comparison, there is a
lot we can do to apply these lofty

global aspirations into our personal world. In the Forbes article, Lead Like a Girl: How to Empower Women at Every Level, by
Zeynep Ilgaz, the author states
that “A fear of failure, family
matters, and an inferiority complex” are the three things that
hold women back, but the way
to fight that is by “encouraging
collaboration, letting family ( or
personal) issues come up, and by
taking pressure off ”. Bolden, underline, highlight the phrase “inferiority complex,”. Great. Now
tear it up. We create that complex
for ourselves with comparison.
Even though it’s hardwired into
the core of being female in this
day and age, it’s crucial that we
try and see ourselves through by
looking into an internal mirror
not distorted by the abilities and
traits of other people. As obvious
as it seems, we need to be support systems for ourselves before
we can truly become a body of
students that builds each other
up and keeps us from wearing
ourselves down.

Flash
Debate:
Nike Ad Creates Social Media Frenzy
Betty Xu ‘22
Staff Member

“J

ust Do It.” What do you
think about when you heard
this phrase? What about when it
is related to Colin Kaepernick?
It does not matter whether you
feel different or not, but recently, the arguments and a series of
phenomenon appeared because
of this particular ad Nike made.
According to CNBC, some of the
extreme consumers posted burnt
Nike sneakers on Twitter and
swore they would never repurchase Nike. Personally, I believe
this is a meaningless “battle” that
only satisfy those ones who participate in it and create no impact
on the world.
From my understanding, it was Colin Kaepernick, who
intrigued the argument. In order
to protest racial injustice, he knelt
for the national anthem before a
2016 National Football League
preseason game. This behavior
angered a lot of people, and due to
his identity as an African American, racists were piqued. However, is this problem of spokesman
really important? It is only an ad
after all, and the video expresses
a positive message that an individual can always overcome the
hindrance in front of them. If the
goal of this “protesting” and argument is to create hinderance for
the Nike company to make profit,
then they better stop it, because
it will not work as successfully as
they expect. As it is known to all,

Nike is a globally spread company, the “protest” in one country
can barely make impact on the
profit of it.
This argument also expresses another major problem
that exists throughout the whole
country. The citizens are paying
attention to an incorrect event.
None of the participants in this
argument would have such a
high-level passion in discussing if
the topic is about social equality

Personally, I believe this
is a meaningless “battle”
that only satisfy those
ones who participate in it
and create no impact on
the world.
or a school shooting. “Imagine a
country where a shoe ad is more
controversial than a school shooting...” this is a comment posted
under the ad on YouTube. Although intensive discussions happened when there was a school
shooting, they did not continue
as intense as the argument on this
shoe ad. Citizens can recognize
the difference of importance between these two events, but they
are clearly putting more weight
on arguing about the ad.
All in all, I think the criticize over a shoe ad is meaningless. Why can’t people focus more
on something that really matters,
such as a malicious shooting
event that is a potential threat to
the society?

Safiyyah Bennett ‘22
Staff Member
ollowing a recent turn of
events, people have taken to
social media to voice their complaints on Nikes latest campaign.
Videos have been posted of shoes
being burned and signature
swooshes being cut out of socks.
Some took tones of approval and
satisfaction others were outraged,
all this in response to a Nike ad,
featuring and narrated by the
controversial Colin Kaepernick.
The man who once refused to
stand for the national anthem
and was booted out of the NFL.
He took a knee due to recent
events of gun violence and police
brutality towards African Americans. On this issue, he stated, “I
am not going to stand up to show
pride in a country that oppresses
black people and people of color.”
While the issue of Kaepernick’s
right to take a knee can remain
debated, the problem with Nikes
ad is obvious. It creates division
and takes advantage of a serious
issue to attract sales from their
target audience.
Sports have traditionally been a unifying and inclusive
experience. People of all political parties, races, and genders
have been able to bond and unify
under one team. Nikes ad, however, purposefully divides us.
Nike wants people to get mad, to
post angry comments and voice
opinions on social media. They
want people to share conflicting
thoughts and views around the

F

dinner table, and amongst families and friends. This gives Nike
more publicity as well as spreading the word of their shocking,
bold campaign. In doing this
they take a common approach to
modern day publicity; all press
is good press. It was a smart
business move, triggering an increase of 6 million dollars to the
company. This increase was only
achievable, due to Nikes gain of
approval from those who matter
most to their brand, the youth.
Statistics show that younger people between the ages of 18 to 34
approved of the ad by 67%. Contrasting this, 46% of participants
aged over 65 disproved. For Nike,
this isn’t an issue, due to the fact
that older consumers are not Ni-

It creates division and
takes advantage of a serious issue to attract sales
from their target audience
ke’s target audience. The younger adults are their primary shoe
buyers and Nike targets consumers between the ages of 18 and 40
aligning perfectly with the majority age of Kaepernick supporters.
Why else would Nike
make such a brash and daring
ad? They are betting that their
supporters would eagerly replace
the fans lost. Nike took a risk they
knew would create a significant
increase in their revenue. They
engaged in a business move disguised as an act of social justice.

They claim to be bringing awareness to the issues of police brutality and the black lives matter
movement, but it is just a scheme
for money. Taking advantage of
serious issues should never be
acceptable, especially when hundreds lose their lives every year. If
Nike really cared, they are 100%
capable of implementing a charity fund or a plan of action. Money
could be invested in better police
training and the black lives matter movement. As of right now,
Nike has not done anything to
help the community. One could
argue that they bring awareness
to the issues at hand, but it truly
only creates more racial tension
and divide.
Nike’s false interest in
real social justice issues takes advantage of the minds and wallets
of young consumers. It encourages racial tension and divides
between people while ultimately
failing to help others and have a
positive impact on the community. Instead of causing uproar they
should, ‘Just Do It’ as their slogan
suggests, and focus on growing
with the community by using
the money to engage in philanthropy. After the release of the
ad, they became the sole profiters
of a greedy money scheme, thus
adding more shoes to the fire. So,
Nike if you really care about the
BLM Movement, don’t use someone like Colin Kaepernick as a
pawn in your capitalist game.
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Gerrymandering Divides the Nation:

Examining the Application of the Practice in History and Today

Rachael van der Linden ‘21
Assistant Editor (Fall)

T

he practice of gerrymandering, though widespread
throughout the U.S. and prevalent in its history, is not something about which most know
much. The term itself refers specifically to the manipulation of
district boundaries that favors
the vote of a particular group.
The strategy has been and is currently used by both U.S. political
parties to favor their own political interests as well as to influence to what extent the voices of
marginalized groups can speak
to determine who holds government office. The practice has a
long history in the United States,
beginning in the year 1812, when
the term was coined in response
to an unpopular redistricting of
Massachusetts. Though it is not
often a subject of discussion, the
practice of gerrymandering has
had a profound impact on the
history of the United States and
its elections.
The first recorded gerrymandering of electoral districts was done in 1812 by the
then-governor of Massachusetts,
Elbridge Gerry. Not long after
the founding of the United States
as its own nation, the idea of deliberately forming districts to
advance partisan efforts appears
fairly early in U.S. history. In this
first instance, the people of Massachusetts took great offense to
this redistricting, referring to one
of the districts as a salamander
for the resemblance it bore to the
creature. They eventually created the term ‘gerrymandering’ as
a compound of the name of the
governor who drew the districts,
Gerry, and the animal that one
of the districts resembled, a sal-

amander. In this case, the redistricting was a means to advance
the efforts of Gerry’s own political party, the Democratic Republicans, though going forward, the
practice of gerrymandering was
used to affect the voices of marginalized groups in the United
States.
Since its first years of
application, gerrymandering has
been used to meet many different
ends, though all have been essentially the same, to promote the
voice of a specific group to further a political agenda. In all its
applications, gerrymandering has
been instrumental in determining the amount of influence a party has. In 1889, a few years after
the first recorded manipulation
of electoral districts occurred, the
Dakota territories became a part
of the United States. At that time,
the Republican party drew the
boundaries of the territory, effectively splitting it into North and
South Dakota. This drawing of
state lines was strategic, as it allotted a minimum of three electoral
votes to each of the Dakotas and
therein increased the chances of a
Republican nominee winning the
presidency. While this drawing
of state lines is not a phenomenon likely to occur in the modern
United States, this instance serves
to exemplify the U.S.’s tradition of
drawing lines to advance a party
or group’s goals.
During modern times,
electoral districts have been gerrymandered along racial lines,
with these redistricting plans
aiming to serve the interests
of the political party in power. There have been many cases
of majority-minority districts
drawn, named as such because
they serve to cram many members of a marginalized group into

the fewest number of districts
possible. This practice serves
to make the votes of minorities as insignificant as possible
and is used, primarily by parties
that do not value these votes, to
effectively disenfranchise unwanted voters. This race-based
gerrymandering is currently the
subject of much debate, though
it is relatively new, as gerrymandering has historically been used
only along party lines on account
of the fact that white Americans
have been the only Americans allowed to vote throughout the vast
majority of the United States’ history.
In certain instances,
though, gerrymandering has
been carried out with the intent
of projecting the voices of groups
that had previously been disenfranchised. In 1965, following
the passing of the Voting Rights
Act, some states redrew their
districts to favor marginalized

worker for Trump in March, becoming campaign chairman on
June 20, 2016. However, because
of an unexpected investigation
of the campaign, his life changed
radically in May, 2017.
Rod J. Rosenstein, the
deputy attorney general, said [“it
is in the public interest for me
to exercise my authorities and
appoint a special counsel to assume responsibility for this matter.” ]He appointed Robert Muel-

ler to figure out the relationship
between Russia and Trump’s
campaign, led by Paul Manafort.
Robert Mueller, a retired FBI
prosecutor, commenced the
Russia Investigation in 2017, attempting to figure out whether
Russia interfered with the U.S.
Presidential election. As a result
of the research, they found out
that Russia probably influenced
the election more or less. Due
to Paul Manafort’s position, the
head of the campaign team, if
there was a problem in the campaign, Paul Manafort would be
the first one to be and investigated.
After five months of
research, interrogation and investigation, Justice Department
special counsel arrested Paul
Manafort and two other politicians on suspicion of conspiracy
against the United States. According to Uzo Asonye, a fraud
prosecutor in the Eastern District of Virginia ,“in order to get
and keep money, Paul Manafort
even lied about where he was
living.” In response to Robert

Since its first years of
application, gerrymandering has been used to
meet many different ends,
though all have been
essentially the same, to
promote the voice of a
specific group to further a
political agenda.
groups, a practice referred to as
“affirmative gerrymandering.” In
Section 5 of the bill that prompted this affirmative gerrymandering, specific attention was drawn
to a few southern states who had
previously gerrymandered their
districts to diminish the voting
power of black Americans. This
section stated that the states were
required to get approval from

A newspaper comic of Elbridge Gerry’s redistricting of Massachusettes in 1812.
Photo courtesty of New York Magazine.

the Department of Justice before
implementing any plan for redistricting. In more recent years,
affirmative gerrymandering has
lost its effectiveness as districts
have been redrawn, though more
cases of racial gerrymandering
have gone to trial, with a few
reaching the Supreme Court.
Even though gerrymandering does not typically garner
much public attention, it has
been a significant and effective
tool in American politics since
near the founding of the nation
itself. Recently, the Constitutionality of many districting plans has
been under review, including a
fairly recent Supreme Court case
regarding the Constitutionality
of a number of Virginia districts,
in which the Court decided that
the districts had been illegally ra-

cially gerrymandered. Although
there has been some debate on
the subject of gerrymandering
in the United States, it is not
likely that the practice will end
any time soon, and gerrymandered districts are set to have a
significant impact on the outcome of the upcoming midterm
elections. Despite the profound
and long-lasting effect that the
practice has had on the United States throughout its history,
the constant redistricting, racial
inequality, and divisively partisan paradigm that gerrymandering perpetuates both among
members of the government and
among the general population
do not benefit the people or represent the values of the United
States.

Manafort Conviction Advances Russian Interference Theory
Lilian Xie ‘22
Staff Writer
aul Manafort, Trump’s former campaign chairman,
was convicted on eight out of
eighteen charges on August 21,
2018 by the United State District
Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia.
Paul Manafort first
approached Donald Trump in
February 2016 and he began his
career as an official campaign

P

Carictature of Trump’s former campaign manager Paul Manafort. Photo courtesty
of Wikimedia Commons.

Mueller’s indictment, Trump
wrote on Twitter that “Wow,
what a tough sentence for Paul
Manafort, who has represented
Ronald Reagan, Bob Dole and
many other top political people and campaigns, didn’t know
Manafort was the head of the
Mob.”  
Although
President
Trump has tried to disassociate
with his campaign team, the investigation still has continued
to pursue the truth. The case

“In order to get and keep
money, Paul Manafort
even lied about where he
was living.”
made a huge breakthrough after several months, in August of
2018. The accusation from Robert Mueller made Paul Manafort
officially imprisoned by a federal
judge. Paul Manafort were still
waiting for further judgement on
other accusations.
One spokesman for
Paul Manafort, Maloni said,

“nothing about this latest allegation changes our defense,”. Paul
Manafort kept stating that he
was innocent and had committed no crime at all.
On July 31, 2018, Paul
Manafort stood trial at federal court in Virginia for the first
time. He is facing up to 32 indictments, but he did not change
his plea.
Paul Manafort has been
found guilty in eight charges
on his trial, including unregistered agent, bank frauds, and tax
frauds. The other ten charges are
sentenced to be mistrial owing
to various opinions held by the
federal grand jury. In September,
there will be another trial held
in Virginia for other accusations
including money laundering.
With all the indictment, Paul Manafort may face
up to 304 years in prison. No
one knows where Robert Mueller’s investigation will lead to and
Paul Manafort’s fate is unsettled.
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Disparities Between Interest Groups:
NEWS

Do Wealth and Political Connections Matter?

Jackie Ayers ‘20
Staff Writer
.E. Schattschneider once
said, “The flaw in the pluralist heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong
upper-class accent.” Is there a
measure of truth behind this
statement? Does it shed light on
what many consider a major flaw
in American democracy, the ease
with which interest groups can
penetrate virtually every branch
and agency of the government on
the federal, state, and local level?
Or is this interpretation a cynical, elitist view of American democracy that should be discredited simply because it contradicts
fundamental American values?
Interest groups are organized groups comprised of
members who are passionate
about certain issues that they
advocate for through demonstrations, meetings, and by lobbying public officials, with their
long term goal typically being
passage of their proposed legislation. Interest groups are praised
for being a vehicle within American democracy that allows for
increased political participation
of the public, and for giving ordinary Americans the ability to
have their joint interests presented before the government
in the hopes that some measure
of change may result from their
hard work. Certain categories of
interest groups are deemed “privileged” while others may be considered “underprivileged” based
on the socioeconomic status of
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the majority of their members
and the income percentiles they
occupy. Research has shown that
while groups that have amassed
more wealth from their members
and maintain political connections are predominantly more
successful, this is due largely to
the frequency of their interaction with public officials rather
than any impact their wealth
or social status within society
may garner (Hajnal and Clark,
1998). Interest group categories
that are traditionally considered
to be underprivileged, including
civil rights and labor groups, for
instance, often attract financial
support from a more diverse
spectrum of people that may circulate their preferred policies to
a wider audience, as opposed to
most economic-related groups,

Does it shed light on
what many consider a
major flaw in American
democracy, the ease with
which interest groups can
penetrate virtually every
branch and agency of the
government on the federal, state, and local level?
who conventionally attract a very
narrow audience. In addition,
widely recognized underprivileged groups such as the ACLU
and NAACP do tend to attract
financial contributions from
wealthy corporations as well; this
is not a phenomenon limited to

Howard Simon of the Florida ACLU speaks at an Amnesty International Protest in 2008. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia
Commons.

traditionally privileged groups.
Furthermore, researchers Zoltan N. Hajnal and Terry Nichols
Clark determined that factors
such as how efficiently interest
groups were organized, how regularly they met and petitioned
before public officials, how comprehensive their goals were for
their members, and the size of
their group were much more precise indications of how successful
the group would be than financial resource counts.
Despite the findings
by researchers who claim that
frequent meetings with politicians are sufficient to evoke
responsiveness from the government, traditionally disadvantaged interest groups, including
public-interest and civil rights

groups, often do not possess the
resources necessary to hire adept lobbyists to represent them.
Members of the upper-class are
better able to pay membership
fees and devote their idle time to
advancing their political agendas, while members of the lower-class may not have access to
education that would provide
them with necessary knowledge
of political issues, or have any
time to devote in the first place.
As lobbying techniques have become more refined and the profession of lobbying more widespread in the last three decades, it
is imperative for interest groups
to hire lobbyists to advocate for
them in front of public officials,
but because public interest or
civil rights group inherently ap-

peal largely to those who may
be disadvantaged, they often do
not have the ability to contribute
donations or dedicate their time
to furthering the interests of the
group. This in turn leads to disenfranchisement of lower and
middle class citizens, and as they
lose confidence in their potency
within the political system, they
become disinclined to participate
in the future.
Interest groups inherently incite controversy, and as
their role in influencing government policy grows, they will
undoubtedly continue to be a
relevant group in the legislative
process and a mechanism for
enhanced political participation
among the populace.

Tensions Rise as Midterm Elections Near
Rachael van der Linden ‘21
Assistant Editor (Fall)

O

n this upcoming 6th of November, the people of the
United States will vote on a third
of the Senate and the entirety of
the House of Representatives.
Historically, midterm elections
have been influential in changing the composition of the U.S.’s

legislative bodies, though for
many, this election is particularly significant. Although the
current Congress is comprised
of a majority of Republican Representatives and Senators, some
believe that this year might represent a significant change in the
makeup of Congress in regards
to political party, predicting that

Campaign signs posted on a lawn in Iowa ahead of November elections. Photo
courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

Congress is likely to experience
a notable influx of Democratic
Senators and Representatives.
Others believe, though, that this
outlook is not entirely accurate,
and that the Senate is likely to remain in the hands of the Republicans. Any definite statement is
difficult to make considering the
speculatory nature of most any
one made, but this year is likely
to be one of some change.
Though often overlooked, midterm elections have
served to catalyze a great deal
of change throughout the history of the United States. In
the midterm election of 1826,
there was a great influx of Congressmen who supported Jackson. This led to the split of the
Democratic-Republican party
into two separate parties, the
pro-Jackson Democratic party
and Henry Clay’s Whig party.
Even in years in which there was
little change, the concept of the
elections themselves remained
significant, as the people were
able to freely express their own
ideas on how the country should
be represented.
In recent years, however, far fewer people have been
showing up to cast their votes.

While it is difficult to pinpoint
exact reasons for this decline,
which has been in effect since
the 1960s, it is apparent that
many people who are of voting
age in the United States have not
chosen to exercise that right.
According to a study done by
Pew Research Center, only 53
percent of those eligible in 2012
cast a vote in the presidential
election, meaning that only
around 129 million of a possible

Any definite statement is
difficult to make considering the speculatory nature
of most any one made, but
this year is likely to be one
of some change.
241 million voters turned out to
cast their ballots. It is also significant to note that voter turnout often declines dramatically
in any non-presidential election,
such as a primary, or, in the case
of this November, a midterm
election.
Despite the frequent
downturn in voter turnout that
comes with a midterm election,
many predict that this year’s
midterm election might prove

to be an outlier in that regard.
Following the unlikely election
of television personality Donald
Trump to the office of the President of the United States, many
Americans who do not favor
the current President have been
impassioned to take whatever
action they can to counter the
actions of the current Administration. One of these actions,
unsurprisingly, is to vote. With
this year’s midterm elections
quickly approaching, many hypothesize that this election year
may bring in a great deal more
Democratic congressmen, and
that Democrats may even regain
a majority in one or both houses
of the Legislative branch.
Midterm
elections,
though focused on significantly
less than Presidential elections,
are vital to the function of the
government as well as to the
expression of the thoughts of
the people. Though nothing is
definite, with a populace determined to make itself heard and
the possibility of a number of
seats switching parties, this election year is set to be a significant
one.
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COMMUNITY
Down the Renovation’s Rabbit Hole: Snail of the
Month
South Dorm gets Renovated
Milan Umana ‘22
Staff Writer

A

fter a slight delay in plans
due to heavy rains, the South
Dorm renovations are complete.
The girls were able to move in before their classes started and everyone was able to start the year
off right. The walls are covered in
posters, closets are filled to the
brim with clothes, and shelves
are stocked with books. South
Dorm has joined East, West, and
Main as a renovated dorm. “The
construction is a little annoying,
but it is really nice being the first
person to live in my room,” says
Caroline Potter, a junior boarder.
Everyone has been really positive
about the whole ordeal. Many of
the residents have bonded over
this experience. “I love the atmosphere. It’s all returning girls
and we have a lot of spirit...dorm
meetings are really fun,” says
Layla Kennington ‘21. The South
Dorm residents refuse to let the
renovations stand in their way of
having a great year. Lexi Petronis
‘19 and Savannah Robinson ‘20,
the RAs in South Dorm, have
already pulled off a wonderful
dorm event on October 4, filled
with themed events, activities,
and games.
The dorm has become
a completely different space
than it was last year. The outside
now has a ramp so that people
in wheelchairs may enter the
building as well as an elevator
so that they may move between
floors. The vestibule is now twice

as big as it was before but has yet
to be decorated in South Dorm’s
theme, Alice in Wonderland.
The dorm has also replaced the
radiators with thermostats, installed air conditioning, and out-

The walls are covered in
posters, closets are filled
to the brim with clothes,
and shelves are stocked
with books. South Dorm
has joined East, West,
and Main as a renovated
dorm.
fitted the hallways with new water fountains with bottle fillers.
“[The radiators] used to sound
like a horror movie, but now I
have a handy dandy thermostat,”
says Kennington. The dorm is a
lot quieter and the girls are a lot
happier.
Maynard Quad, located in between North and South
Dorm, was also renovated. The
school has added two red sectional couches and four patio tables
with patio umbrellas. The Quad
has become a new hangout spot
for students to work, relax, and
spend time with their friends.
Construction on South Dorm
is in its final stages and should
be finished within the next few
weeks. None of these renovations
would have been possible if it
were not for a generous donation
to the Madeira Fund.

Vivian Gillman ‘19
Photo courtesy of
Victoria Zhang ‘20

South Dorm during renovations. Photo courtesy of Victoria Zhang ‘20.

The new South Dorm Common Room. Photo courtesy of Victoria Zhang ‘20.

The new Maynard Quad. Photo courtesy of Victoria Zhang ‘20.

Q: What’s your favorite activity at Madeira?
A: My favorite activity at
Madeira is rock climbing because I love working out and
the team’s community.
Q: What do you think about
moving into New Dorm?
A: I love New Dorm! The
rooms are big and the dorm
adults and people are awesome. Also, we are totally
going to win the dorm competition!
Q: Why did you decide to
come to Madeira?
A: My sister went here six
years ago, so I visited and
loved it!
Q: If you can change one
thing at Madeira, what will
you change?
A: If I could change anything
I would make more community building events. I love
meeting everyone on campus!
Q: Please use three words describe your time at Madeira.
A: Fun, friends, and food.

Fresh
off
the
Pike:
Meet the New Madeira Teachers
Victoria Zhang ‘20
Photography and Layout Staff

Kate Scott
STEAM Department
What is the most heartwarming thing you’ve ever
seen?
I think it’s my son, because
even though he’s only nine
months old, sometimes if
he spills things on the floor,
and he sees me picking
them up, he starts to pick it
up too. Even though he’s the
one that knocked it over, he
knows that he wants to help.
And sometimes when I’m
scratching my back, he’ll
scratch it too, even though
he doesn’t know what he’s
doing. It warms my heart.

Sara Rhodin
History Department

Kelsey Meiklejohn
Arts Department

What’s the single best day on
the calendar?
The 6th of April and the
6th of October, because I
feel like it’s around the time
where it either becomes fall
or spring. In October, there’s
a feeling of settling down
and being cozy, drinking
hot chocolate and reading,
while in April there’s the
blossoming of the cherry
blossoms and people start to
feel alive again, going outside to celebrate the change.
I like the turning points of
seasons.

What is something you could
give a 40-minute presentation on without preparation?
Shakespeare. It’s his language and all the different
ways that we can put Shakespeare on stage. I’m a big
believer that Shakespeare
is meant to be seen, not
just read, and experiencing it adds so much vigor
to the work and his words,
so I could lecture on Shakespeare all day.

Shields Sundberg
History Department

Nick Bower
Science Department

What is a life changing experience you’ve had?
My father and I built a cabin this summer on a lake
where my family’s been going for many generations.
It was transformative to use
chainsaws and everything I
grew up watching my father
use to build this cabin with
him side by side.

What’s your favorite thing to
do in your free time?
Favorite thing to do? Probably pick up soccer.

Adalia Tonneyck
Arts Department
Sara Chuang
Science Department
If you were an animal what
animal would you be?
I would be a cat, because I
like to lie in sun patches and
take naps.

What are some small things
that make your life better?
My husband and my little
boy. Just being around them
and getting to come home
to them every day make my
life better.
All photos courtesy of Victoria Zhang ‘20.
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ENTERTAINMENT

An October Time Sucker

Mrs. Heishman
English Teacher

I

f Anne Rice and Geraldine
Brooks had a novel baby, Octavia Butler’s Fledgling would be
it. Let me explain.
I am fortunate enough
to work at a high school where
the librarian is an amazing resource for little known gems. So
when I requested “junk reading
that a isn’t about a princess and
isn’t about a long lost magical
item,” Fledging emerged from
the stacks. As a science fiction
teacher, I love Octavia Butler and
her wonderful brand of dystopia.
I had expected a bit of the same
in Fledgling, her only vampire
novel.
That’s right. Vampire
novel. Octavia Butler.
Fledging was Butler’s
last novel and, if I’m being honest, her worst one. However, in
the genius that was the Parable
series, a vampire novel doesn’t
really stand a chance. Arguably,
Fledging is an exercise in writer’s
block; Butler struggled with the
curse for years before her unexpected death. I can completely
comprehend Fledgling as a writing exercise or perhaps a way
to re-invigorate her writing. If
looking to read Fledging in admiration of Butler . . . just don’t.
That doesn’t mean it
isn’t enjoyable. Fledging is an
English teacher’s “junk reading”
dream: it’s better writing than
most, easy enough to forget the

inner literary critic, and a compelling story. As a vampire genre
fan, Fledging is revolutionary
re-do of the genre. I gave up the
Anita Blake series for lack of the
same reason I love this novel: instead of focusing on the sexual
nature and compulsion of vampires in popular culture, Butler
builds the cultural world of the
Ina (vampires) as a stand-alone
civilization beyond the history of
humanity. There is sex but those
episodes act more like cut-away
scenes, unlike Anne Rice’s multiple page dedication to the romantic, lusty, or even aggressive
sexual lives of humans and their
vampires (or vampires and their
humans). Fledging is almost a
coming of age story: Shori, a 53
year old vampire, awakes from
the complete devastation and
massacre of her family with amnesia. Without any recollection

would be fine were Shori not an
exercise in genetic modification.
It’s still Octavia Butler,
after all.
Unlike other vampires,
Shori can walk during the day.
This is how the lens shifts from
a sexy tale about blood-thirsty
predators to radically different
species living symbiotically with
humans all while developing
their own culture, complete with
genetic modification mastery.
No comparisons should be made
to the movie Blade; this is not a
story about the morality of vampires but rather the delicate way
Shori navigates learning about
Ina culture all while viewed as
complete outsider to that inher-

itance. Any serious attempt at
literary analysis would easily find
reason to see allegory or ties to
the “other” in literature. However, the beauty of this novel is how
easy it is to forget that literary
critic in my head. Instead, I reveled in the slow surprises and the
depth at which Butler imagined
Ina culture.
It’s not a good book but
it’s a good read. Just be warned:
she died before any sequel surfaced as more than just precursory notes. Who knows—maybe
that might be good motivation
for some very bad good fan fiction.

WATCHING?
THE GOOD PLACE,
NBC/NETFLIX
Take ethics, and make them funny. This afterlife-based sitcom is
sure to inspire deep thought and
the occasional loving tear over inherently bad people.

Octavia E. Butler’s novel Fledging. Photo courtesy of Grand Central Publishing.

I Think, Therefore I Am
Kierkegaard and the Three Forms of Life
YeaLim (Elsie) Jang ‘19
Columnist
øren Kierkegaard identified
three forms of life: the aesthetic, ethical, and religious. But
it is difficult to think about philosophy when one is hungry.
You are so hungry. You skipped
breakfast because you got out of
bed at 8:27am. You skipped lunch
to finish your math homework.
After D Block, you trudge into
North Dorm, famished, when lo
and behold! Cupcakes! There is
an untouched box of thirty cupcakes sitting in the vestibule!
Choice A: You are a predator, and
the cupcakes, your prey. You gobble up the first one. Oh, how delicious, glorious, and fluffy! You
then proceed to shove the next
twenty-nine cupcakes down your
throat. Your stomach isn’t growling in protest anymore. So, this is
what it’s like to be happy. #noregrets
Choice B: Again, you eat the
first cupcake. It is wonderful. But

S

there are thirty residents of North
Dorm and thirty cupcakes. Although you discovered the cupcakes first, you care about the
other girls in North Dorm. You
refrain from touching the other
twenty-nine in the box.
Whether you chose to
eat one cupcake or thirty of them,
your physiological needs are more
than satisfied. You think about Kierkegaard and those three forms

But it is difficult to think
about philosophy when
one is hungry.
of life again. Choice A is the aesthetic life, characterised by hedonism and self-interest. The ethical
life, or Choice B, is indicated by
the individual’s awareness and responsibility towards society. It is a
higher form of existence.
What about the third
one? According to Kierkegaard,
the religious life is the highest existence, exemplified by Abraham.

BROCKHAMPTON,
SATURATION III
Experimental and fun as all-getout vibes in the finale to this boy
band’s insane Saturation trilogy.
Standout tracks: Bleach, Rental,
and Johnny
DIRTY COMPUTER,
JANELLE MONÁE
Five years since her last album,
Janelle Monáe is still one of the
best musicians out there, as proven on her most personal work
yet. Standout tracks: Django Jane,
Americans, So Afraid

Fledging is an English
teacher’s “junk reading”
dream: it’s better writing
than most, easy enough
to forget the inner literary
critic, and a compelling
story.
of the conditions of her predicament, she must learn all over
again the “Ina” (vampire) way,
her own family history obliterated at the start of the novel. She
searches and finds other Ina families in hopes of learning. This

Bee Hyland ‘19
Digital Editor
LISTENING TO?
MITSKI,
BE THE COWBOY
Punk meets dream-pop on the indie darling’s latest release. Standout tracks: Nobody, Washing Machine Heart, and A Pearl

In Genesis 22:1-19 of the Bible,
God puts Abraham to the test by
commanding him to sacrifice his
only son, Isaac. Abraham dutifully sets out to Mount Moriah, ties
up Isaac, and raises his knife. In
the final moment, the angel of the
Lord stops the murder.
What if the timely angel
had not appeared? What if Abraham had imagined God’s orders,
in a deranged state of mind? In
Fear and Trembling, Kierkegaard imagines the sheer anxiety
Abraham must have felt along
the course of this ordeal. Anxiety is fear derived from our own
freedom of choice and filicide is
forbidden by both aesthetics and
ethics. A self-interested Abraham
would not murder Isaac. God
might have been testing Abraham
in a different way—a test of how
much he loved his son. An ethical
and socially conscious Abraham
may offer his own life, a choice
that would be acceptable and respected by his community.
This is how Abraham

becomes a knight of faith: he followed God’s orders. Irrational as
it may sound, this is the religious
life. God transcends the human
being. Kierkegaard increasingly
admires Abraham yet is unable
to understand him. Religion is
beyond explanation—it cannot
be approached rationally. Faith in
God is a personal choice.
And so, choice C: you are about
to eat the first cupcake when your
phone rings. ‘Hello?’ you growl.
‘Hey, it’s God. You must bring
the cupcakes behind the Chapel/
Auditorium and stomp on all of
them.’ Then He hangs up.
Extreme hunger can
cause fits of delirium and that
phone call doesn’t help. In choice
C, you would count on God’s angel to appear at the last moment
and allow you to indulge in the
cupcakes instead of destroying
them. Personally, I don’t know
what to think, but I’m not inclined to ruin perfectly good cupcakes, most days.

CRIMINAL MINDS,
CBS/NETFLIX
This crime show is a classic for a
reason. Its interesting stories and
incredible characters keep it fresh
and accessible to new viewers.
WYNONNA EARP,
SYFY/NETFLIX
Who doesn’t love a Western?
Who doesn’t love sci-fi/fantasy?
Who doesn’t love strong female
characters? This show has all of
those things, and more!
SEEING IN THEATERS?
EIGHTH GRADE,
dir. BO BURNHAM
This movie has the most realistic
portrayal of being a socially inadequate fourteen year-old girl that
the socially inadequate eighteen
year-old girl writing this has ever
seen.
OCEAN’S 8,
dir. GARY ROSS
This is an excellent film, only
marred by the fact that it exists
in a universe where Rihanna
would not be at the MET Gala because she is too busy committing
crimes.
TO ALL THE BOYS I’VE LOVED
BEFORE,
dir. SUSAN JOHNSON
This movie will convert any romcom hater into full rom-com appreciator.

SPORTS

Sexism, Serena, and the Slam:
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Did Sexism Rob Serena Williams of her 24th Grand Slam Victory?

Jackie Ayers ‘20
Staff Writer
wenty-three time Grand
Slam champion Serena Williams was within reach of her
twenty-fourth victory during
this year’s US Open, and had she
emerged victorious, would have
been tied in holding the most
Grand Slam singles in the world.
Williams competed against Naomi Osaka of Japan for the title,
and Osaka ultimately won her
first Grand Slam against Williams

T

in a notable upset.
The controversy was
initiated during the match when
Williams was accused by umpire
Carlos Ramos of having been
“coached” - an offense for which
a player can be docked a point
when their coach provides them
with guidance from the sidelines
during a match. Players are allowed a singular warning prior
to being docked a point. After
being issued such a warning for
coaching, Williams vehemently

insisted that she “would rather
lose than cheat” (Alex Santos,
Vox News). Although coaching
ostensibly warrants a penalty, in
practice the penalty is rarely applied, and the umpire’s decision to
penalize Williams in this instance
was an anomaly. Play continued
until Williams proceeded to lose
the next match, after which she
slammed her racket against the
ground in a huff and was awarded
her first penalty, making the score
4-3 with Osaka in the lead. The

Serena Williams argues with US Open director Brian Earley during the Women’s Singles Final. Photo courtesty of Yahoo
Sports.

The Fight for the M:

Madeira Hosts First Ever M Cup

Heston Friedrichs ‘21 and
Avery Tyrrell ‘21
Contributing Writers
n Saturday, September 22,
Madeira fall athletic teams
faced Mercersburg Academy
in a brutal match for victory in
the M Cup. This newly created
tournament was established with
the help of our very own Coach
LaRue. Coach LaRue worked at
Mercersburg for five years as the
associate athletic director prior
to coming to Madeira. “The boys
had the Centennial Cup which
was with Kiski School. They have
been playing each other for over
100 years. But I think the cup itself is maybe 70 or 80 years old.
And I remember thinking what
a bummer it was that the girls
didn’t have something like that,
but we also could not think of a
school to do it with. So, when I
got here, I realized, as an athletic
program, I felt like we could use
something like that.” The athletic
coaches and other Madeira faculty and students helped organize a
great day that will hopefully continue for years to come.
It was a new day, and
Madeira girls were hoping for
victory. The air was filled with
competitive and determined energy with people at the edge of
their seats. First up, cross country. Mercersburg had a strong
start and took the first M cup.

O

Next serve, tennis. It was a difficult battle on the courts, but ultimately, Madeira took the dub
in JV tennis and Mercersburg
in Varsity tennis. And then, the
Madeira snails spiked again to
victory in the JV volleyball match
with a 2-0 win. Outside, with
rain on their backs and victory in
their minds, the snails took on a

It was a new day, and
Madeira girls were hoping
for victory.

new challenge against the Mercersburg field hockey and soccer
teams. Although the struggle was
real with three losses, Madeira
snails put up a fight. Despite their
adversities, Madeira won again in
the final varsity volleyball game,

3-1. Way to go escargot! All in
all, the athletic teams played well
and gave their best effort during
the fight against Mercersburg.
Madeira will compete
against Mercersburg again for
the M Cup during the winter
and spring seasons in basketball,
swimming, lacrosse, softball, and
track. Madeira hopes to have
more spirit days and get hyped for
the next M cup. Thank you to all
of Madeira’s sponsors, fans, and
teams for a great day. Madeira
appreciates all the hard work. As
Coach LaRue said, “We have got
to tally up some points during the
winter and spring to catch up, but
we are not far behind!”

Madeira Varsity Volleyball poses with the M Cup throphy. Photo courtesty of
Madeira Athletics

tension escalated further when
Williams indignantly accused Ramos of being “a thief ” who had
“stolen the game from [her],” and
retorted that he “owe[d] [her] an
apology.” Ramos then docked another point from the score to penalize Williams for harassing of
the umpire, making the score 5-3
with Osaka gaining an even wider lead. Williams lost the match,
but the limelight unfortunately
shifted away from Osaka’s victory,
which represented the first time
a Japanese player has won the
Grand Slam at the U.S. Open, and
instead focused on the potential
sexism of the umpire and the bad
sportsmanship Williams had displayed.
Men acting similarly to
Williams’ have been almost unanimously received nothing more
than informal warnings for their
behavior, and instances of this
have occurred throughout the
history of tennis. Highly celebrated American tennis icons John
McEnroe and Jimmy Connors
were verbally abusive to umpires
during their respective careers
and never received more than an
informal warning at most, causing some to conclude that Ramos
was simply unable to tolerate a
woman rebuking him for penalizing her. Many arguments on behalf of Williams over social media
have contended that Ramos has

consistently issued verbal warnings to men expressing their tempers on the court, but that historically he has not penalized them as
he did Williams. However, Ramos
is not immune to the notorious
inconsistent officiating in tennis,
and thus may habitually penalize
players for coaching even if most
umpires may not. Furthermore,
although Williams denied that
she was being coached when she
was penalized, her coach did ad-

Men acting similarly
to Williams’ have been
almost unanimously
received nothing more
than informal warnings
for their behavior, and
instances of this have
occurred throughout the
history of tennis.
mit that he was making attempts
to coach her, and explained that
she may not have seen him.
Whether or not Ramos’
calls were in any way due to Williams’ gender will presumably
never be known, but the issue
raises the familiar and recurring
matter regarding the equal treatment of women in sports.

Fall Sports Update

Soccer
Varsity: 1 win, 3 losses
JV: 4 losses

Tennis
Varsity: 4 losses
JV: 2 wins, 1 loss

Field Hockey
Varsity: 3 wins, 4 losses
JV: 1 win, 5 losses

Equestrian
The IEA Team is currently
preparing for their competitions

Volleyball
Varsity: 4 wins, 2 losses
JV: 5 wins, 1 loss

Cross Country
Results not in.

